ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE THREATS TO CLIMATE CHANGE
1. Executive Summary

Silicon Valley and Wall Street love to hype artificial intelligence (AI). The more it’s used, they say, the more diseases we’ll cure, the fewer errors we’ll make—and the lower emissions will go. Google’s AI subsidiary DeepMind claimed “advances in AGI [artificial generative intelligence] research will supercharge society’s ability to tackle and manage climate change.” At COP28 last year, Google released a new report proclaiming 5-10% of global greenhouse gas emissions could be mitigated by the use of AI.

But there are two significant and immediate dangers posed by AI that are much less discussed: 1) the vast increase in energy and water consumption required by AI systems like ChatGPT; and 2) the threat of AI turbocharging disinformation—one topic already rife with anti-science lies and funded by fossil fuel companies and their networks.

First, the industry now acknowledges AI will require massive amounts of energy and water. In 2023, Alphabet/Google’s chairman said that each new AI search query requires 10 times the energy costs of a traditional Google search. OpenAI’s CEO Sam Altman conceded in 2024 that AI will use vastly more energy than people expected. On an industry-wide level, the International Energy Agency estimates the energy use from data centers that power AI will double in just the next two years, consuming as much energy as Japan. These data centers and AI systems also use large amounts of water in operations and are often located in areas that already face water shortages.

---

3 CNN, “Big Oil has engaged in a long-running climate disinformation campaign while raking in record profits, lawmakers find,” Dec. 9 2022, Link.
5 DeSmog, “Climate Disinformation Database,” Link.
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Such statistics are only estimates, because AI companies continue to withhold most of the data. Transparent reporting would allow researchers to know if the use of AI systems offset any potential savings. For example, if the AI industry improves data center energy efficiency by 10% but also doubling the number of data centers, it would lead to an 80% increase in global carbon emissions.

Second, **AI will help spread climate disinformation.** This will allow climate deniers to more easily, cheaply and rapidly develop persuasive false content and spread it across social media, targeted advertising and search engines. The World Economic Forum in 2024 identified AI-generated mis- and disinformation as the world’s greatest threat (followed by climate change), saying “large-scale AI models have already enabled an explosion in falsified information.” The world is already seeing how AI is being used for political disinformation campaigns. In September 2023, elections in Slovakia were marred by AI-generated content. In the January 2024 New Hampshire primary, AI-generated fake Biden robocalls were used in an attempt to suppress voter participation.

AI models will allow climate disinformation professionals and the fossil fuel industry to build on their decades of disinformation campaigns. More recent attempts, such as falsely blaming wind power as a cause of whale deaths in New Jersey or power outages in Texas, have already been effective. AI will only continue this trend as more tailored content is produced and AI algorithms amplify it.

While many of the AI CEOs in Silicon Valley focus their attention on far-off existential catastrophes or a Terminator-like AI future, researchers and technologists—especially women of color—have been calling attention to the discriminatory harms AI is already causing today. This includes direct attacks like facial recognition discrimination to the creation and spread of deepfake nonconsensual pornography like that of Taylor Swift. Yet the AI industry continues to ignore these immediate liabilities in favor of a theoretical future and engages in blatant greenwashing, redirecting concern by highlighting the supposed climate benefits of the technology.

Over the last decade, governments took too little action to regulate social media technology companies, even as societal harms became obvious. Legislators must not make this mistake again and should act quickly to implement regulation to require safety, transparency and accountability from AI companies and their products (as we have for most other industries). If we do not (significantly) build on the early AI safety blueprints introduced in the U.S. and EU, the great promise of AI technology could result in far greater catastrophe.
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2. The dangers—present and potential

2.1: Energy and Water Usage

Companies developing and using AI technologies do not adequately disclose details about their AI systems’ energy use, but company statements that are available, in addition to independent research, show that the proliferation of large language model (LLM) systems is already causing energy use to skyrocket. This comes on top of the highest rate of increase in U.S. energy consumption levels since the 1990s.27

Researchers have identified three major phases of energy use for LLM AI systems: 1) initial development of materials like computer chips, which require large amounts of natural resources and energy; 2) training, when developers feed data into the model so it can “learn”; and 3) inference (usage), when people actually begin to use the model. All are highly energy intensive.

Training Chat GPT-3 used as much energy as 120 American homes over the course of a year.28 And training the GPT-4 model used approximately 40x more energy than GPT-3,29 as it ingested nearly three times the amount of data.30 With more LLMs being developed and more information feeding into them, this energy-draining trend will continue to grow exponentially.

On the usage side, researchers estimate AI queries could require five31 or even by some estimates 10 times32 as much computing power as a regular search. A November 2023 study by Hugging Face and Carnegie Mellon University33 found that generating just one image from a powerful AI model takes as much energy as a full charge of a smartphone. Scale that up and generating 1,000 images would result in the carbon output of driving a car for 4.1 miles. Along similar lines, the researchers found that foundation models, which have broad bases of information, are significantly more energy intensive than fine-tuned models. Using a generative model to classify movie reviews as positive or negative is about 30 times more energy intensive than a model especially made for that task.34

As companies like Google and Microsoft rush to integrate AI into their search engines and overall software packages, their core functions will become more energy intensive. This is partly because a simple Google search is returning cached data, whereas LLMs create the answer from scratch by searching and interpreting from the entire dataset (i.e., the internet) that they have ingested. In addition, the record popularity of ChatGPT, which gained 100 million new users in just two months,35 represents an entirely new additional source of energy use, as the number of Google searches continues to increase each year36 and at present appears not to be offset by GPT queries.

On an industry-wide level, the statistics are dire. An October 2023 study from the VU Amsterdam School of Business reported that AI servers could be using as much energy as Sweden by 2027.37 The International Energy Agency38 and other market analysts estimate a doubling of

28 Quartz, “Climate activists are going to the US Senate with concerns about AI’s emissions impact,” Sept. 12 2023, Link.
33 arXiv, “Power Hungry Processing: Watts Driving the Cost of AI Deployment?” Nov. 28 2023, Link.
34 MIT Technology Review, “Making an image with generative AI uses as much energy as charging your phone,” Dec. 1 2023, Link.
35 The Verge, “ChatGPT continues to be one of the fastest-growing services ever,” Nov. 6 2023, Link.
data centers—which power AI, crypto and cloud computing—in two to 10 years. At that point, data center consumption could go from 1% of global electricity demand to 13%. For example, Dominion Power, one of the largest utilities in the US, has experienced a 6.7-fold increase in data center energy use over the last 10 years and projects that will reach an 11.6-fold increase by 2028. While not all data center energy is only for AI systems, they are quickly becoming the largest contributor to the rapid growth.

In response, academics have called for transparent reporting from AI systems. Even Google’s engineers said in a 2021 paper: “To help reduce the carbon footprint of ML [machine learning], we believe energy usage and CO2 should be a key metric in evaluating models.” Other academics and Microsoft researchers have said reporting “is a fundamental stepping stone towards minimizing emissions.”

In addition, data centers that power AI require water for cooling computing systems on-site and for generating electricity. Training large language models such as GPT-3 can require millions of liters of freshwater for both cooling and electricity generation. This puts a strain on local freshwater resources: the U.S. Department of Energy estimated that U.S. data centers consumed 1.7 billion liters per day in 2014, or 0.14% of daily U.S. water use, and a report from researchers at Virginia Tech found that at least one-fifth of data centers operated in areas with moderately to highly water-stressed watersheds.

This thirsty industry therefore contributes to local water scarcity in areas that are already vulnerable, and could exacerbate risk and intensity of water stress and drought with greater computing demands. Like with energy usage, opaque and inconsistent reporting makes it difficult to account for the scale of local and global pressure on water resources.
The danger extends even further, as increased energy and resource use won’t come only from tech companies. More and more industries are already employing AI to ramp up operations without increasing costs by identifying “inefficiencies” and to augment or replace human labor. In the most direct example, the fossil fuel industry has already begun using artificial intelligence to enhance its operations, with 92% of oil and gas companies worldwide employing the technologies now or within the next five years to extract more oil in less time. ExxonMobil now highlights its use of AI in deep-water drilling and the Permian Basin. Scientists estimate that the world would need to leave 20% of already-approved-for-production oil and gas resources in the ground to remain within the carbon budget for 1.5 degree Celsius targets, making this increased productivity especially dangerous. Overall, AI can help a wide variety of companies sell more and increase production, likely resulting in increased energy and resource consumption, even if this will be a difficult metric to quantify.

As with other AI developments, this intensive energy and resource use stands to worsen existing inequality, according to a Brookings Institute report. Marginalized communities continue to bear the brunt of climate change and fossil fuel production, and studies are already finding that AI’s carbon footprint and local resource use tend to be heavier in regions reliant on fossil fuel. Without immediate efforts to integrate climate and environmental justice into AI policy and incorporate input from frontline communities, AI will only exacerbate environmental injustice.

---
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2.2: Disinformation

Fossil fuel companies and their paid networks have spread climate denial[53] for decades through politicians, paid influencers and radical extremists who amplify these messages online.[54] In 2022, this climate disinformation tripled on platforms like X.[56] In 2023, amidst a number of whale deaths on the east coast of the US, right wing media began spreading the false claim that offshore wind projects were impacting the endangered populations. It was included in 84% of all posts about wind energy over the relevant three-month period, and was advanced by right wing politicians on social media.[57] In 2023 the Danish company Orsted, while claiming the disinformation campaign was irrelevant, pulled out of a major project to build two wind farms off the coast of New Jersey.[58]

Generative AI will make such campaigns vastly easier, quicker and cheaper to produce, while also enabling it to spread further and faster. Adding to this threat, social media companies have shown declining interest in stopping disinformation,[59] reducing trust and safety team staffing.[60] There is little incentive for tech companies to stop disinformation, as reports show companies like Google/YouTube make an estimated $13.4 million per year from climate denier accounts.[61]

“Generative A.I. risks turbocharging fraud”
Lina Khan
- Chair of the Federal Trade Commission

2.2a: Creation

Disinformation campaigns about climate change have a number of new AI tools to help them be more effective. Chair of the Federal Trade Commission Lina Khan warns that “generative AI risks turbocharging fraud” in its ability to churn out content.[62] Instead of having to draft content one piece at a time, AI can churn out endless content for articles, photos and even websites with just brief prompts.

Where once an experienced editor needed hours to create a believable fake photo, AI generative software needs only a few minutes to produce an even more convincing deepfake video. In 2019, one of the first non-AI deepfake videos was created of Nancy Pelosi falsely showing her impaired,[63] sparking discussion of her capacity to serve and emboldening former President Trump’s criticisms. The technology has since only grown in sophistication. In the runup to the Slovakian national election in 2023, a number of AI-generated audio recordings of progressive leader Michal Simecka featured him making fun of voters and even pledging to raise beer prices.[64] It’s impossible to determine the impact on the election, but the result saw progressives placing second in favor of a populist leader who favors Russia. Extending beyond politics, generative AI is also being used to create deepfake pornographic images. In January 2024, a number of AI-generated sexually explicit images of Taylor Swift quickly spread across X, with one of the most prominent posts attracting 45 million views.[65] These originated in a 4Chan chatroom, where users conspired to break the current safety systems of AI image generators.[66]

An August 2023 study focusing on climate change-related deepfakes found over a quarter of respondents across age groups were...
unable to identify whether videos were fake.\textsuperscript{67} As people learn to question what they see, it further destabilizes truth and consensus at a time of growing political divide. AI also gives politicians room to plausibly claim a real video is a deepfake.\textsuperscript{68}

AI-generated text is also becoming more and more compelling. A number of studies are finding that arguments written by AI can be more persuasive than those written by humans, even on polarizing issues.\textsuperscript{69} On a topic as divisive as climate change, this makes it simple to produce messages and content denying the need for action.

Some AI companies have said they will address this in advance of upcoming 2024 elections around the world, developing policies that might prevent bad actors from producing disinformation content,\textsuperscript{70} but past efforts proved largely ineffective. Open AI claimed its ChatGPT-4 was “82 percent less likely to respond to requests for disallowed content and 40 percent more likely to produce factual responses,” but testers in a March 2023 NewsGuard report were still able to consistently bypass safeguards.\textsuperscript{71} They found the new chatbot was in fact “more susceptible to generating misinformation” and “more convincing in its ability to do so” than the previous version. They were able to get the bot to write an article claiming global temperatures are actually decreasing—just one of 100 false narratives they prompted ChatGPT to draft.\textsuperscript{72}

\textsuperscript{67} Scientific Reports, “Deepfakes and scientific knowledge dissemination,” Aug 18 2023, \textlink{Link}.
\textsuperscript{68} Washington Post, “AI is destabilizing ‘the concept of truth itself’ in 2024 election,” Jan. 22, 2024, \textlink{Link}.
\textsuperscript{69} Stockholm Resilience Center, “AI could create a perfect storm of climate misinformation,” June 16 2023, \textlink{Link}.
\textsuperscript{70} OpenAI, “How OpenAI is approaching 2024 worldwide elections,” Jan. 15 2024, \textlink{Link}.
\textsuperscript{71} NewsGuard, “Despite OpenAI’s Promises, the Company’s New AI Tool Produces Misinformation More Frequently, and More Persuasively, than its Predecessor,” March 2023, \textlink{Link}.
\textsuperscript{72} Inside Climate News, “AI Can Spread Climate Misinformation ‘Much Cheaper and Faster,’ Study Warns,” March 31 2023, \textlink{Link}.
2.2b: Spread

Once disinformation content exists, it can spread both through the efforts of bad actors and the prioritization of inflammatory content that algorithms reward. Long before current AI technology, companies set up their products to promote and monetize content that is likeliest to keep people on the platform. Google’s former AI public policy lead Tim Hwang emphasizes how everything from the like button to the listicle were developed with the ultimate goal of demonstrating interest and keeping people on sites to sell more. This also means the most provocative messages spread furthest, disincentivizing moderation of content in favor of engagement. Now, disinformation messaging spreads across four main channels: social media, LLMs, search and advertising.

Social Media

Research shows that social media has been used extensively to spread climate disinformation. At COP26 in 2021, research from Climate Action Against Disinformation found that posts by climate disinformers on Facebook generated three times more engagement than those by Facebook’s own Climate Science Information Center. The most-viewed content supporting climate action received just one-quarter of the views of the most popular piece from climate deniers. Yet social media companies continue not to take strong measures to reduce this climate disinformation.

AI-based social media algorithms have been found to prioritize inflammatory content like climate denial, more of which can now be generated by AI. Even worse for the social media information ecosystem, climate deniers have another tool in bots, which have been found to be prevalent across social media sites and research has found that AI-directed bots can easily amplify climate disinformation and make it increasingly difficult to distinguish bots from humans. As generative AI advances, so too will the bots. Popular climate denier Alex Epstein opened his own AI bot on X in December 2023, which has been actively spreading disinformation and used as an inexpensive way to troll climate scientists.

Large Language Models

LLMs like ChatGPT, Perplexity, Bing and Google Gemini seem poised to replace standard Google search over time. The business case for this dramatic shift is that the companies that produce AI systems like ChatGPT would prefer users to stay on their platform reading their summary answers—where you see their ads and give them data to monetize—than for users to go to the open web where others gain that data. This is the same dynamic that is causing massive losses of revenue and traffic for news publishers.
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This promotion of LLMs, as an untested and in many cases much more opaque replacement for search, threatens to hasten the spread of misinformation. OpenAI’s model, for example, provides no references and by design does not contain the most updated information, displaying only what it was last trained on. Future models may improve this but researchers are already documenting that LLMs frequently provide blatantly incorrect information. Reports have found ChatGPT frequently shares false information, making up court cases, counts of plagiarism, and news articles without any human prompting it to do so. European nonprofits found that Microsoft’s Bing search bot got election information wrong 30 percent of the time.

One of the main causes of these incorrect results is that LLMs are trained on a wide variety of internet sources, some of which have dubious veracity. Reddit, a site frequently criticized for its inability to combat hate speech and home to many climate denial threads, was such a significant teacher for both ChatGPT and Google’s Gemini that it is now planning to charge AI companies for access. Given the propagation of climate denial across the internet, it’s highly likely that the LLMs were also trained on climate misinformation and would pass on such harmful falsities to those just looking for accurate information.

In a more deliberate spread, LLMs are also susceptible to a type of attack called indirect prompt injection. Bad actors can direct chatbots to read pages with hidden malicious code that then direct the bot to act in a new way with users. Such a prompt could, for example, direct or hack the bot to share climate disinformation with new user queries. AI companies have already acknowledged the considerable threat such attacks pose.

Search

Search engines such as Google, along with its opaque algorithms that determine which results users see and which they don’t, have long been subject to manipulation. The search engine optimization (SEO) industry has been one of massive growth and value, generating $68.1 billion globally in 2022. Over two decades, it played a game of cat and mouse with Google’s algorithm, already leading to a degraded search experience for all users by prioritizing paid spam content over organic. Researchers say this problem “will surely worsen in the wake of generative AI,” as content costs less and propagation systems are more efficient.

85 The Verge, “OpenAI isn’t doing enough to make ChatGPT’s limitations clear,” May 30 2023, Link.
86 The Guardian, “ChatGPT is making up fake Guardian articles. Here’s how we’re responding,” April 6, 2023, Link.
In one of the first reported examples of this in 2023, content marketers used AI to carry out an “SEO heist” of organic content against ExcelJet, a knowledge hub on Microsoft Excel.95 Marketers fed the URLs of some of ExcelJet’s most popular pages into a generative AI SEO article writer and then posted that mirrored copy to their own new site, which successfully diverted the majority of clicks—and ad dollars.

There’s little to stop bad actors from using the same methods to replicate legitimate research, as the SEO industry is already designed to incentivize this parasitic approach. The desire is already documented: researchers have noted the overall rise of climate disinformation in our information ecosystem through social media from 2021 to 202396 and on human-generated climate disinformation sites.97 This approach could easily be used by climate disinformation professionals to redirect users from reputable climate change information sites.

Unfortunately, the future does not look any brighter: Google’s December 2023 SEO update has begun allowing AI content to compete with organic content.98 and website owners are already seeing that their content is being pushed down in Google rankings by AI-written content.99

**Advertising**

Junk websites churning out low-quality content to attract programmatic ad revenue have long been a presence online. However, generative AI offers an easier, quicker, and cheaper way to automate the content farm process and spin up more climate disinformation sites with fewer resources. These AI-generated websites not only add to the spread of climate disinformation but also monetize it through programmatic advertising. Although many adtech companies have policies in place to prohibit content farm sites and those publishing misleading claims about climate change from using their advertising products, research shows a lack of enforcement of these policies. For example, one recent study by NewsGuard found over 140 major brands paying for ads placed on unreliable AI-written sites, likely without their knowledge.100 Other research by Check My Ads has highlighted how adtech companies, including Google, continue to monetize climate disinformation, even as such content infringes adtech companies’ own policies around misleading content.101 Several industry experts have warned that generative AI will exacerbate the estimated $13 billion from advertising already flowing to low-quality content farms.102

Meanwhile, recent investigations have also found news aggregators, such as Google News, boosting AI-generated websites over real, human journalism in search results.103 These sites use AI to reproduce other news outlets’ content at alarming rates in order to siphon advertising revenue from legitimate news organizations. A recent investigation by 404 Media highlighted how one “author” for an AI-written site, WatchdogWire.com, published more than 500 articles in 30 days.104 Currently, Google News and Google Search does not take into account if content is produced by AI or other automated processes when ranking search results.105

Furthermore, as AI is incorporated into the advertising industry, it will further the current surveillance business model106 and allow climate deniers and corporate greenwashing campaigns to more efficiently micro target highly specific and vulnerable groups.
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In the 2020 U.S. election, ads targeted Latino and Asian Americans with false claims that Joe Biden is a socialist and tied that to the Green New Deal climate bill. Most recently at COP28 in 2023, researchers showed how simple climate searches were inundated by ads from fossil fuel companies. As with other mediums, AI can help develop even more persuasive messaging and content to spread via ads—which researchers have already been able to do on ChatGPT, despite its supposed safeguards against such use. Researchers have also documented seven potential harms of AI-powered advertising, including the ability to spread disinformation. In 2023, Google, Microsoft (with Bing and ChatGPT), Amazon and Facebook each introduced AI into their ad creation systems, amplifying this threat.

Some companies have policies to prevent abuse, but the largest social media companies all downsized and/or deprioritized content moderation teams in 2023. In the wake of backlash, a few are looking to AI as a solution, using fewer human staff to identify suspect posts. This only introduces more potential problems, as many of these systems are unable to successfully identify disinformation based on the information they are trained on, for the reasons outlined above.

108 Axios, “GOP used YouTube to win Latino voters who Democrats ignored,” April 15 2021, Link.
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3. The current policy landscape

3.1: United States

The U.S. has yet to pass any comprehensive regulation on AI and is unlikely to make much, if any, progress during a presidential election year. There is, however, some cause for optimism. Senate Leader Schumer has said that developing comprehensive AI legislation is a priority, and, along with a bipartisan group of other senators, organized a series of “AI Insight Forums” in 2023 to give lawmakers and their staff an opportunity to hear different perspectives on how legislation should be designed. While no comprehensive legislation has come together yet, narrower proposals, such as bills to address privacy, deepfakes and environmental impact of AI have been introduced—even as they remain unlikely to become law in 2024.

Barring congressional action, there are significant limitations on what could be done to regulate AI. The Biden-Harris administration rolled out a sweeping executive order intended to establish new standards for AI safety and security, protect Americans’ privacy, advance equity and civil rights, and stand up for consumers and workers. Ultimately, the strength of the EO will be determined over the course of its implementation and whether it will remain in place after the 2024 election. While the EO deserves praise in many places, by nature it does not require companies to take action, focusing instead on government procurement. Nor does it adequately address the ways AI might accelerate climate change.

There has been some progress at the state level. An overwhelming majority of states have introduced legislation to regulate deepfakes in elections, while some states have gone so far as to ban the use of deepfakes in the electoral context entirely. California, where many AI companies are based, has sought to ensure all companies disclose their climate impact.

---

The European Union appears poised to enter the AI Act into force in 2024, which will render it enforceable in 2026. The AI Act pursues a risk-based approach to minimizing AI harms, creating four categories of risk: 1) unacceptable risk, 2) high risk, 3) limited risk and 4) minimal risk.\textsuperscript{125}

Unacceptable uses of AI include: biometric data that uses sensitive characteristics; untargeted scraping of facial images from the internet to create facial recognition databases such as Clearview AI; and AI systems that manipulate human behavior. High-risk AI systems will be subject to stringent oversight and must be entered into an EU-wide public database. These systems include AI applications that can be used in education or employment or that possess significant potential harm to health, safety, fundamental rights, environment, democracy and the rule of law. Lower-risk AI systems, sometimes called "general purpose AI," are subject to less-stringent oversight, but must provide the user with notice that they are interacting with an AI system and provide an explanation of how an output was generated. AI content must also be labeled and detectable. Fines for violating the AI Act can be as high as 7% of global annual turnover.

Voluntary Commitments From Big Tech Companies

In response to the recognition that unregulated AI can cause severe and irreversible harm, a number of AI companies have made voluntary commitments to prioritize safety. Many of the biggest AI companies, including Google, OpenAI, Meta and Amazon, announced a set of voluntary commitments alongside the President of the United States in July 2023, that others soon followed.\textsuperscript{126} While these commitments might be encouraging if they were enforceable, there are unfortunately no existing mechanisms in the U.S. to hold AI companies accountable for not living up to them. In February 2024, Facebook’s oversight board reviewed its AI and deepfake policies after a doctored video of Biden went viral. The findings said the company should “reconsider this policy quickly given the number of elections in 2024,” calling it “incoherent,” and they attempted to reassure users that Meta “plans to update the Manipulated Media policy to respond to the evolution of new and increasingly realistic AI.”\textsuperscript{127}

\textsuperscript{126} White House, “FACT SHEET: Biden-Harris Administration Secures Voluntary Commitments from Eight Additional Artificial Intelligence Companies to Manage the Risks Posed by AI,” Sept. 12 2023, Link.
\textsuperscript{127} Engadget, “Maliciously edited Joe Biden video can stay on Facebook, Meta’s Oversight Board says,” Feb. 5 2024, Link.
4. Recommendations

In the 1950s, when a new and promising but dangerous technology was introduced to the public—commercial air travel—the industry and government response was to focus on safety first. To do that, they implemented radical transparency that shared safety incident data across the industry in real time—now known as the “flight recorder.” This helped build the consumer trust needed to establish the entire commercial airline industry.

Today, the basic expectations Americans have for every other industry have not been established for tech. While pharmaceuticals must pass clinical trials, cars must have seatbelts, and sausages mustn’t contain *E. coli*, AI technology has no such expectations or accountability mechanisms despite its widespread risks. Tech companies like Facebook, Google and OpenAI have shown their focus to be profit over safety time and again. They cannot be trusted to develop and market AI safely and mitigate its climate impacts on their own.

Voters across the political spectrum in the U.S. already understand this. A recent poll from Data for Progress, Accountable Tech and Friends of the Earth found that 69% of voters, including 60% of Republicans, believe AI companies should be required to report their energy use. Overall, 80% believe AI companies should report on plans to prevent the proliferation of climate disinformation—including 75% of Republicans.

Governments must urgently study the problem and implement comprehensive AI regulations to fully understand the threats to climate change and protect against them, using a systems-wide approach to the health, integrity and resilience of the information ecosystem. Looking toward the future, government, companies, academia and civil society should work together to determine how to create “green AI” systems that reduce overall emissions and climate disinformation. The core concept of better AI development should focus on three principles: **transparency, safety and accountability.**

In addition to the product recommendations below, tech companies implementing AI must commit to strong labor policies including: fair pay, clear contracts, sensible management, sustainable working conditions and union representation. Content moderators and staff enforcing community guidelines are often outsourced, ill treated and low-paid.

---
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Transparency

Regulators must ensure companies publicly...

- report on energy use and emissions produced within the full life cycle of AI models, including training, updating and running search queries, and follow existing reporting standards;\textsuperscript{131}
- assess and report on the environmental and social justice implications of developing their technologies;
- explain how their AI models produce information, how their accuracy on climate change is measured, and the sources of evidence for factual claims they make; and
- report on the sourcing and use of resources that are critical to the clean energy transition.
- provide log-level data access to advertisers so they may better audit and ensure they are not monetizing content at conflict with their policies

Safety

Companies must ...

- demonstrate that their products are safe for people and the environment, show how that determination is made, and explain how their algorithms are safeguarded against discrimination, bias and disinformation.
- enforce their community guidelines, disinformation and monetization policies

Governments must ...

- develop common standards on AI safety reporting and work with the International Panel on Climate Change to develop coordinated global oversight;\textsuperscript{132}
- fund studies to more deeply understand the effect AI systems can have on climate disinformation, the monetization of disinformation, energy use and climate justice.

Accountability

Governments must ...

- enforce safety and transparency rules with strong penalties for noncompliance that deter companies from treating safety failures as the cost of doing business;
- require reporting to be certified by the chief information officer;
- protect whistleblowers\textsuperscript{133} who might expose AI safety issues, and
- ensure that companies and their executives are held liable for the harms that occur as a result of generative AI, including harms to the environment.

\textsuperscript{131} Numerous standards exist, such as the ITU’s recommendations, accessed February 12, \textsuperscript{Link}.

\textsuperscript{132} Example of potential international policies from the UK \textsuperscript{here}, and academics \textsuperscript{here}.

\textsuperscript{133} Examples of potential policies from academics \textsuperscript{here}, and the U.S. \textsuperscript{here}. 